so that can't be used. Ii' one was to question s scientist of this culture,

they would respond by stating that it takes light leaving the Sun and
traveling 93 million miles, SOO seconds or 8 minutes and 20 seconds to
reach Earth.
THE ANCIENT INDIAN TRADITIONALIST cannot make such a broad and simple
statement on the subject of light and its speed, (1) because the lifestyle
and its sciences are all interlínked and cannot be separated. (2) The
Ancient Indian culture has a science that teachs a theory and formula,
how light is created, which does not exist in the civilized world.
The theory was taught to me by my Indian grandmother who could neither write, read, or speak the English language. She had
never been to a civilized
school. The B.I.A. knew she considered it a sin to speak a language not
her own. The town of Siáeston, South Dakota had to deal with her on her
bases because when she shopped for food and clothing they had to speak her
langœ. ge, white or Indian. When she came to town everybody called her
CUN'SHE which means Grandmother, white or Indian. I'n telling you this
accusation so no one can make the statement/that my grandmother was instructed by a
disciple of HANICHEISM which was founded by a Persian Prophet MARES
alleged to have lived between 216276 A.D.
SHE S'I1ATED: _
That LIGHT is created by TIME acting as an Opposing Farce
which has 12 powers when it is seen by the human eye. But when it was created, it still had to travel to reach Earth and when it
went by the Planet VENUS, it changedover and started to age and while on this ,journey to Earth,  it Created the Cycle of Life.
course 'this was after she taught me how to separate Time out of
Light. Using the cycle of TIME versus the cycle of LIGHT, this gave me
nheriine in cakes light of che sun to nach Earth.
But the Earth is moving as an opposing force the opposí
l an VENUS which also has/opposite opposing force, which is aging light.
teof the Planet

